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Infrared study of the low-temperature phase transitions in incommensurate Cs2HgBr4
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In this work we present a complete infrared reflectivity study of the five low-temperature phases of
Cs2HgBr4, including the incommensurate structure. Contrarily to the predictions by group theory, no extra
modes are observed at the incommensurate (TI) and lock-in (Tc) phase transitions, showing that the structural
changes associated with the modulation does not distort significantly the HgBr4 tetrahedra. The absence of
predicted modes and the presence of a low-frequency relaxation mechanism are discussed in terms of the
orientational disorder of the HgBr4 tetrahedra about the pseudohexagonal axis. An important increase of the
infrared dielectric constant«y , observed in the incommensurate phase, is ascribed to the existence of a layered
structure of polar domain walls belowTI . @S0163-1829~99!00917-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Crystals ofA2BX4 family exhibit a large variety of struc
tural phases, and different physical properties such as fe
electricity, ferroelasticity, and incommensurability. Cesiu
mercury bromide (Cs2HgBr4) shares some similarities wit
other compounds from this family, but exhibits particul
characteristics that are not yet well understood. The roo
temperature structure~phase I! belongs to thePnma(D2h

16)
space group withZ54.1,2 Below TI5245 K, it presents an
incommensurate structure~phase II!, that is characterized by
a wave vectorq'0.16a* .1,2 The wave vector practically
does not change in the whole incommensurate interval, c
trarily to other well knownA2BX4 incommensurate com
pounds. For example, in K2SeO4 and Rb2ZnCl4, the modu-
lation wave vector changes with temperature asq(T)
5n/m@11d(T)#a* , giving rise to anm fold super structure
below the lock-in phase transition. In the case of Cs2HgBr4,
modulation wave vector jumps to zero at the lock-in tran
tion (Tc5232 K), yielding a commensurate structure~phase
III ! belonging to the monoclinicP21 /n(C2h

5 ) space group
with Z54, without the appearance of a superstructure. T
crystal undergoes two other phase transitions at aboutTL1
5165 K and TL2580 K.1,2 Phase IV (80,T,165 K) be-
longs to the triclinicP1̄(Ci

1) space group withZ54 and
phase V (T,80 K) belongs to the same space group, w
Z58.1

Different experimental techniques have been used
study the sequence of phase transitions of Cs2HgBr4, like
nuclear quadrupole resonance~NQR!,1,3–5 x-ray
diffraction,2,4,5 NMR,6 optical birefringence,5,7–10 acoustical
studies,10 specific heat,11 Raman scattering,12,13 and dielec-
tric measurements.14 Besides the appearance of satellite sp
in the x-ray-diffraction patterns, the incommensurate pha
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between 245.T.232 K, was also characterized by th
broad and typical NMR and NQR bands.3–6

A recent Raman study of Cs2HgBr4 ~Ref. 13! showed that
the symmetric stretching vibrational mode of the HgBr4

22

tetrahedra~n1 mode! exhibits an anomalous behavior, whic
is in disagreement with group theory predictions. The f
quency of the peak associated with theAg-symmetry n1

mode was found to depend on the parallel polarized sca
ing geometry, and this result was interpreted in terms of
orientational disorder of the HgBr4

22 groups. Besides, the
frequency of theAg-symmetryn1 mode propagating along
the y crystallographic direction was found to increase co
tinuously in the incommensurate phase, remaining cons
below the lock-in phase transition. The observation o
TO-LO splitting in a centrosymmetric structure was ascrib
to the presence of a layered structure of polar domain wa

The above interpretation was confirmed by an x-r
study,2 which showed that the room-temperature phase
Cs2HgBr4 corresponds to aPnmadisordered structure, wher
the HgBr4

22 tetrahedra exhibit an orientational disorder abo
the x direction. The multisoliton regime in the incommens
rate phase was evidenced by the coexistence of the loc
P21 /n and the incommensurateP

1̄ss

Pnma
structures above the

lock-in transition. Besides, the lock-in structure was bet
described by a twinnedP21 /n structure, with the presenc
of two types of domains.

The purpose of this work is to present an investigation
the Cs2HgBr4 by infrared spectroscopy, in the temperatu
range between 10 and 290 K. Since all the five structures
centrosymmetric, the infrared modes are Raman inactive
therefore the infrared spectra contain complementary in
mation about the lattice dynamics of the Cs2HgBr4 crystal at
low temperature. The results presented in this work give
formation about the structural distortions and the role of
11 251 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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TABLE I. Correlation diagram of theungeradeirreducible reprsentations of the point groups in
phases I, III, and IV of Cs2HgBr4, and the vibrational modes associated with each representatio
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orientational disorder of the HgBr4
22 anions in the low-

temperature phase transitions of Cs2HgBr4.

II. EXPERIMENT

Single colorless crystals of Cs2HgBr4 were grown by H.
Arend ~ETH, Zurich! using the Bridgman method. We hav
used the convention for the orthorhombic crystal axes
which the lattice parametera is along the pseudohexagonalx
axis andb,a,c @a510.270(2) Å,b57.946(1) Å, andc
513.935(2) Å#, in accordance toPnmaspace group for the
structure at room temperature.1 The samples were cut an
polished with faces perpendicular to the crystallograp
axes and the orientation of the sample was confirmed
x-ray experiments.

Infrared reflectance spectra were obtained with the li
polarized along the three crystallographic axes, in orde
observe all modes belonging to all infrared active repres
tations. The spectra have been recorded using an IFS 1
Bruker interferometer.15 Measurements were performed b
tween 10 and 450 cm21, from 10 K up to room temperature

III. GROUP THEORY ANALYSIS

The present analysis is restricted to the modes relate
the HgBr4

22 anions in phases I–V. Since all structural phas
of Cs2HgBr4 exhibits a centrosymmetric structure, only th
modes associated with theungeradeirreducible representa
tions are infrared active. Table I shows a correlation diagr
of the ungerade irreducible representations of the poi
groups in phases I, III, and IV, and the vibrational mod
associated with each representation, according to the fa
group analysis presented in Ref. 13. The unit cell in phase
III, and IV contains four HgBr4

22 tetrahedra and, therefore
60 degrees of freedom are associated with the vibration
the HgBr4

22 groups. Twelve of them are related to the tran
lational external modes, 12 to the librational modes, and
remaining 36 are the internal vibrational mod
(4n1, 8n2, 12n3, 12n4). Phases IV and V have the sam
point group but the unit cells containZ54 andZ58 HgBr4

22

units, respectively. Therefore for phase V the number of
pected modes is two times the number of modes for ph
IV. The basis functions, which give the polarization of t
infrared-active modes associated with each representa
are also given in Table I.

At the room-temperature phase I~Pnmaor D2h
16!, the basis

functionsx, y, andz belong to the differentB1u , B3u , and
n
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B2u representations, respectively. Therefore, according
Table I, thex- andz-polarized spectra can exhibit nine di
tinct modes associated with the HgBr4

22 anions, whereas six
modes are expected in they-polarized spectrum. Figure 1
gives a sketch of the infrared-active internal stretch
modes ~n1 and n3! belonging to each representation
Cs2HgBr4 at room temperature. These eigenvectors were
termined by applying the projectors associated with e
representation in arbitrary vectors of the 60-dimensio
space.

FIG. 1. Schematic picture of the infrared-active stretching int
nal modes of Cs2HgBr4. The symbols in brackets give the polariz
tion directionsx, y, andz, which are associated with theB1u , B3u ,
andB2u representations, respectively.
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Below TC5232 K, they- andz-polarized modes becom
associated with the sameBu representation, due to the low
ering of the crystal symmetry in phase III~see Table I!.
FifteenBu modes are expected in they- andz-polarized spec-
tra and 15Au modes are expected in thex-polarized spec-
trum. For phase IV, all polar modes belong to the sameAu
representation, and therefore 30 modes are expected in
one of the three spectra~see Table I!. For phase V, due to the
doubling of the unit cell, 60 modes are expected in ea
spectra.

There are different theoretical models which deal with
infrared activity in incommensurate structures and all
them predict the appearance of extra normal modes be
the incommensurate phase transition. Generally, these m
els are based on the multiple folding of the Brillouin zon
According to the superspace-group approach,16 15 optic
modes ofB1u and B2u symmetries and 25 optic modes
B3u symmetry are expected to appear belowTI , considering
that the incommensurate phase of Cs2HgBr4 belongs to the
same P

1̄ss

Pnma
superspace group as the K2SeO4-type com-

pounds.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Room-temperature spectra

The i-polarized infrared reflectance spectra~i 5x, y, or z!
were fit using the factorized form of the dielectric function17

« i~v!5«` i)
j

V i , jLO
2 2v i

21 iv ig i , jLO

V i , jTO
2 2v i

21 iv ig i , jTO
~1!

in which each TO or LO modej is described by its frequenc
V j and its damping constantg j , and«` is the value of the
dielectric function in the visible. For normal incidence, t
relation between the reflectanceR(v) and the dielectric
function «~v! is given by

R~v!5UA«~v!21

A«~v!11
U2

. ~2!

The oscillator strengthD« i j , which gives the polar characte
of the modej can be written as18

D« i , j5«` iV i , jTO
22

)
k

V i ,kLO
2 2V i , jTO

2

)
k~Þ j !

V i ,kTO
2 2V i , jTO

2
. ~3!

Figure 2 shows the room-temperature infrared reflecta
spectra of Cs2HgBr4, polarized along the three crystallo
graphic directionsx, y, andz. The solid curves represent th
best fit to the experimental data~dots! using Eqs.~1! and~2!.
Table II shows the parameters~frequencies and dampin
constants! used to fit the room-temperature spectra. The f
quencies ofn1 and n3 stretching internal modes are in th
range 150–200 cm21, whereas then4 bending modes have
their frequencies between 60 and 100 cm21. The n2 modes
are overlapped with the librational and external modes,
low 65 cm21.
ach
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Note that the number of observed modes is smaller t
the number predicted by group theory. According to Table
two infrared-activen1 modes are expected at room tempe
ture, with polarization alongx and z directions. However,
only onen1 mode has been observed, with polarization alo
the z direction. In the case of a free HgBr4

22 anion, then1

breathing mode is apolar, since the center of the nega
charges, associated with the Br atoms, always coincides
the Hg positive charge. However, in Cs2HgBr4, the crystal
field might cause a distortion on the tetrahedra, and, in
case of the infrared-activen1 modes, the centers of the neg
tive and positive charges do not coincide as the atoms
brate, giving rise to oscillating dipoles. The oscillat
strengths of these modes depend on the distortion of
tetrahedra caused by the crystal field. The fact that only
very weakn1 mode is observed in the infrared reflectivi
spectra~see Fig. 2 and Table II! suggests that the tetrahed
are not significantly distorted at room temperature.

Let us now discuss then3 modes. According to Table I
only onen3 mode is expected in theB3u(y) spectrum, while
two n3 modes are expected in both theB1u(x) and B2u(z)
spectra. However, all the three polarized spectra were fi
introducing only onen3 mode in each case. The observati
of only onen3 mode in thex- andz-polarized spectra can b
explained by the analysis of the eigenvectors shown in F
1. Let us consider the twoB1u-symmetryn3(x) and n38(x)
modes shown in Fig. 1~c! and 1~d!, respectively. The mode
shown in Fig. 1~c! @n3(x)# exhibits a strong polarization
alongx direction, since the motions of the atoms are alongx.
For the mode displayed in Fig. 1~d! @n38(x)# the atoms are
vibrating along thez direction, and therefore no net oscilla
ing electric dipole along thex direction would be associate
with this mode, if the tetrahedra were not distorted by t
crystal field. However, in the case of a distorted tetrahed
this mode exhibits displacement components also along tx
andy directions, and a net oscillating electric dipole appe
in thex direction due to the fact that the tetrahedra are loc
ized in a site withmy symmetry. Therefore the infrared in
tensity of then38(x) mode@Fig. 1~d!# is related to the distor-
tion of the tetrahedra. A similar argument can be used
explain the polar character of then38(z) mode displayed in
Fig. 1~f!.

The experimental observation of only onen3 mode in

FIG. 2. Room-temperature infrared reflectivity spectra
Cs2HgBr4 polarized along the three crystallographic directions. T
solid curves represent the best fit to the experimental data~dots!.
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TABLE II. TO/LO frequencies and damping constants of the room-temperature infrared modes in Cs2HgBr4. The damping constants ar
between parentheses.

Pol.
vector

Frequency~damping constants! of the TO/LO modes~cm21!

librational, external, and/orn2 n4 n3 n1

x - - 47.9/48.4 - 61.9/63.6 77.6/96.9 169.6/182.6 -
~9.0!/~6.5! ~19.0!/~13.5! ~17.0!/~17.0! ~16.0!/~16.0!

y 31.5/32.4 44.8/47.7 - - - 63.0/78.9 158.7/171.4 -
~12.0!/~10.5! ~15.0!/~13.5! ~17.0!/~16.0! ~15.0!/~15.0!

z 29.5/30.5 - - 54.3/59.7 - 67.3/83.2 158.2/168.7 174.3/176
~13.5!/~10.5! ~14.0!/~16.5! ~21.0!/~18.0! ~16.5!/~14.0! ~13.0!/~15.0!
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each polarized spectra can be explained by the fact tha
tetrahedra are not significantly distorted in the roo
temperature phase. Therefore the threen3 modes present in
thex, y, andz spectra are those in which the vibrations occ
along thex, y, andz directions@Figs. 1~c!, 1~g!, and 1~e!#,
respectively. The same kind of analysis can be applied to
case of then4 modes in order to understand the appeara
of only onen4 mode in each polarization, contrarily to th
theoretical prediction depicted in Table I.

It is interesting to note that then3(y) and n3(z) modes
have the same TO frequency~;159 cm21!, whereas the
n3(x) mode has the TO frequency up-shifted by 11 cm21

~;170 cm21!. The same kind of behavior occurs for then4
modes, which also exhibit a strong polar character. The
frequencies of then4 modes in they andz spectra are quite
similar @n4(y);63 cm21, n4(z);67 cm21# whereas the TO
frequency of thex-polarized n4 mode is also up-shifted
@n4(x);78 cm21#. This result is due to the pseudohexagon
character of the room-temperature structure of Cs2HgBr4,
since they- andz-polarized modes would be degenerated i
perfect hexagonal lattice.

The low-frequency modes that appear in all spectra~two
in each case! are associated with the vibrations of the C1

ions against the HgBr4
22 groups, the librations of thes

groups, and then2 internal modes~see Table II!. Once again,
the pseudohexagonal character of the room-tempera
structure manifests itself by the similarities in the freque
cies of the modes polarized in they andz directions.

The dielectric constant just below the infrared frequenc
can be written as«0i5«` i1S jD« i j , where the sum is per
formed for all modesj polarized in thei directions~i 5x, y,
and z!. The values obtained for the infrared dielectric co
stant at room temperature are«0x55.5, «0y55.6, and«0z
56.0. Note that these values are smaller than the l
frequency dielectric constants reported by Pleskoet al.,5 that
is «xx56.4,«yy512.4, and«zz59.6. The difference is large
for y andz directions and relatively small for thex direction.
These differences suggest the existence of a relaxa
mechanism, responsible for the increasing on the dielec
constants at low frequencies, and can be related to the p
ence of an orientational disorder of the tetrahedra grou
reported in Refs. 12 and 13. The relaxation mechanism
sociated with the rotations of the tetrahedra about thex axis
occurs in the basal plane~yz!, and therefore induces an in
crease of the dielectric constants«yy and«zz at low frequen-
cies. Danilovet al.14 reported the temperature dependence
the mean low-frequency dielectric constant using a polycr
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talline sample of Cs2HgBr4 and showed that it decreases b
low the lock-in phase transition (Tc5132 K). This result
suggests that the HgBr4

22 orientational disorder decreases
the low-temperature commensurate phases, in agreem
with the results obtained by Raman scattering.12,13

As already emphasized, the lack of observation of so
predicted modes in the room-temperature spectra is
plained by the fact that the tetrahedra are not significan
distorted by the crystal field. This result can be related to
presence of the small-angle orientational disorder of the
rahedra about thex axis. According to Dmitrievet al.,12 the
relaxation time for the tetrahedra reorientation between
equivalent orientations related by themy mirror plane istR
55310213s at room temperature. This is a very short tim
for the dynamics of the tetrahedra between two different o
entations in theyz basal plane. Therefore it is reasonable
suppose that the HgBr4

22 tetrahedra are not significantly a
fected by the static crystal field in each orientation, due
the existence of a fast dynamical orientational disorder.
this sense, the absence of internal modes whose polar c
acter depends on the tetrahedra distortion can be assoc
with the dynamical orientational disorder of the HgBr4

22 an-
ions.

B. Low-temperature transitions

Figure 3 shows the temperature evolution of the infra
reflectance spectra of Cs2HgBr4 between 10 and 280 K. The
temperature dependence of the frequencies of the TO inte
stretching modes~n1 and n3! for the three polarizations is
shown in Fig. 4. The low-frequency modes~,100 cm21! are
not plotted in Fig. 4, since they practically do not exhibit a
temperature dependence in the whole temperature inte
investigated. Note that only two new modes appear at
temperature, contrary to the group theory analysis~Sec. III!
that predicts the appearance of new modes at all phase
sitions and in all polarized spectra~see Table I!. These two
modes appear at theTL1 phase transition~phases III-IV! and
only in the x-polarized spectrum~see Fig. 3!. In the low-
frequency range of the spectra~below 100 cm21! the appear-
ance of new peaks was not observed.

It was already pointed out in the last section that t
room-temperature frequencies of the modes vibrating in
basal plane@n3(y) and n3(z)# are quite similar due to the
pseudohexagonal character of the lattice. It is interesting
note that then3(y) andn3(z) TO frequencies~open circles
and full squares in Fig. 4!, which are practically the same a
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room temperature, become different at low temperatu
This behavior reflects the decrease of the pseudohexag
character of the lattice in the low-temperature phases.

According to the theoretical predictions discussed in S
III, the appearance of new internal modes is expected be
the incommensurate phase transition inA2BX4 compounds.
In the infrared studies of K2SeO4, Rb2ZnCl4, and K2ZnCl4,
new internal modes have been observed belowTI .17–19 In
the present case, a careful fit of the infrared spectra in
incommensurate phase was performed in order to detect
possible effect of the incommensurability on the spectra
shape. The analysis showed that all spectra could be fit
the same number of oscillators as the room-tempera
spectra; no extra modes were observed in the incomme
rate phase. Note that the appearance of new internal m
in the incommensurate phase of K2SeO4-type compounds is

FIG. 3. Temperature evolution of the infrared reflectance sp
trum of Cs2HgBr4. ~a! x-polarized spectra;~b! y-polarized spectra;
~c! z-polarized spectra.~a! and ~b! show the spectra at the sam
temperatures displayed in~c!.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the TO frequencies of
internal stretching modes in the three polarized spectra
Cs2HgBr4.
s.
nal

c.
w

e
ny
e
th
re
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es

associated with the triplication of the unit cell, which occu
at the incommensurate-commensurate phase transition.17–19

Therefore the absence of extra internal modes in the inc
mensurate phase of the Cs2HgBr4 can be explained by the
fact that there is no superstructure belowTc . Moreover, the
presence of important disorder effects can obscure the va
ity of the theoretical predictions concerning the appeara
of new modes in the incommensurate phase. This re
agrees with the Raman experiments in Cs2HgBr4,

13 in which
no extra internal modes were observed belowTI .

An interesting question is why new internal modes app
only at the III-IV phase transition. This result can be relat
to the disorder of the HgBr4

22 tetrahedra at low temperature
As discussed in Sec. IV A, the lack of observation of so
predicted modes in the room temperature spectra is attrib
to the weak distortion of the tetrahedra, which is associa
with the orientational disorder of the HgBr4

22 tetrahedra. Ac-
cording to the Raman study of Cs2HgBr4,

13 in the incom-
mensurate and lock-in phases there is a gradual freezin
the orientational disorder, which disappears completely o
below the III-IV phase transition (TL15165 K). In the par-
tially disordered incommensurate and lock-in phases,
changes of the structure does not induce significant distor
of the tetrahedra. On the other hand, the disorder disappe
phase IV, and, in this case, the crystal field deforms
tetrahedra, and gives rise to the appearance of new inte
modes in the infrared spectra. These modes correspond t
z-polarizedn1 andn3 modes that become active inx spectra
below the phase transition.

Let us now discuss the temperature evolution of the inf
red dielectric constant«0i5«` i1S jD« i j , wherei 5x, y, or
z. Figure 5 shows the temperature dependence of«0i along
the threei-crystallographic directions. Note that«0x slightly
increases in the incommensurate phase, and this effe
mostly associated with the increase of the high-freque
dielectric constant«`x @see Eq.~3! for D« j #. On the other
hand,«0y exhibits an important increase in the incommens
rate phase and remains nearly constant below the loc
transition. This effect is mainly due to the increase of t
oscillator strength of the two lowest-frequency modes
y-polarized spectra.

c-

e
f

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the infrared dielectric c
stants«0i5«` i1S jD« i j along the three crystallographic direction
~i 5x, y, andz! of Cs2HgBr4.
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The important increase of the oscillator strength for
y-polarized modes is ascribed to the appearance of an e
mechanism of polarization alongy direction, which increases
the effective charges of they-polar modes and, consequentl
their TO-LO splitting. A possible explanation for this resu
is the presence of a layered structure of polar domain w
which appears belowTI . The Cs2HgBr4 crystals present an
easy cleavage plane perpendicular to thez axis, since the
bonding between atoms in that direction is weaker than
other directions. According to the symmetry analysis p
sented in Ref. 13, the domain wall parallel to this cleava
plane exhibits a macroscopic polarization along they direc-
tion. This macroscopic polarization might be responsible
the increase of the TO-LO splitting observed for t
y-polarized infrared modes, and thus for the jump of«0y
below the incommensurate phase transition.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work we present a complete infrared reflectiv
study of the five low-temperature phases of Cs2HgBr4, be-
tween 10 and 290 K. The number of observed modes in
infrared reflectivity spectra is always smaller than the nu
ber predicted by group theory, and no extra modes w
observed in the incommensurate~II ! and lock-in~III ! phases.
This result can be related to the order-disorder characte
the phase transitions, in which the changes in the cry
structure are mostly due to the gradual freezing in the or
tational dynamics of the tetrahedra. In the disordered or p
r,

v

B
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e
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lls

n
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tially disordered phases I, II, and III, the tetrahedra are
significantly distorted by the crystal fields, and therefore
number of predicted modes are not observed. The app
ance of two modes occurs only in III-IV phase transition, a
is associated with the freezing of the orientational disor
below TL1 .

The difference between the infrared and the lo
frequency dielectric constants in theyz basal plane is as
cribed to the existence of a relaxation mechanism associ
with the orientational disorder of the HgBr4

22 groups about
the pseudohexagonalx axis. This difference decreases at lo
temperature, in agreement with the reported gradual free
of the orientational disorder below the incommensur
transition.13 The infrared dielectric constant along they di-
rection«0y exhibits an important increase at the incomme
surate phase and remains constant below the lock-in tra
tion. This result is interpreted as a consequence of
presence of a layered structure with polar domain wa
which appears belowTI .
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